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AccuDock is a global leader in the design and manufacturing of floating docks for all market segments. Our team strives to provide each customer with an exceptional experience and the highest quality product.

AccuDock is ISO 9001 Certified. The ISO 9001 Quality Management System certification enables AccuDock to demonstrate our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction, as well as continuously improving our company’s operations. ISO certification is an internationally recognized quality management system and is the preferred solution for organizations worldwide.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
STANDARD SIZE FLOATING DOCKS

Low Profile 6”
5’ x 8’ x 6”
FFLT-0566
$929

Low Profile 8”
30” x 6’ x 8”
FFLT-3068
$709

4’ x 6’ x 8”
FFLT-0468
$799

5’ x 8’ x 8”
FFLT-0588
$749

5’ x 6’ x 8”
FFLT-0568
$829

5’ x 7’ x 8”
FFLT-0578
$949

5’ x 8’ x 8”
FFLT-0588
$979

DOCK SIZES LISTED ARE STOCK SIZES
CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM SIZE REQUESTS, QUANTITY AND PRICING
CUSTOM SIZE FLOATATION

FLOATATION CAN BE BUILT TO ANY SHAPE, SIZE OR DEPTH
CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM SIZE REQUESTS
DOCK PACKAGES

4' x 8' Willy Dock Package
KD-WIL4

PACKAGE INCLUDES
4' x 8' x 8" Framed Float (1)
Lower Bracket (2)

Non-Decked $1,199 — Decked $1,839

5' x 8' Willy Dock Package
KD-WIL5

PACKAGE INCLUDES
5' x 8' x 8" Framed Float (1)
Lower Bracket (2)

Non-Decked $1,299 — Decked $2,099

5' x 14' Paddleboard Dock Package
PD-5X14

PACKAGE INCLUDES
5' x 7' x 8" Framed Float (2)
S-Style Connector (2)
Paddleboard Railing (1)
Slide Assembly (2)

Non-Decked $2,879 — Decked $4,155

FOR ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES SEE PAGES 12-17
DOCK PACKAGES DO NOT INCLUDE ATTACHMENT METHODS, BRACKETS OR ACCESSORIES SHOWN UNLESS NOTED.
Kayak Drive-Thru Dock Package
KD-DT
Overall dimensions 8' x 8'

PACKAGE INCLUDES
30" x 8' x 8" Framed Float (2)
Underwater Connector (2)
Overhead Assist Bar (1)

Non-Decked $1,999 — Decked $2,879

8’ x 12’ Kayak Slip Dock Package
KD-8X12

PACKAGE INCLUDES
4’ x 8’ Framed Float (1)
30” x 8’ Framed Float (2)
S-Style Connector (2)
TC-Style Connector (2)
Underwater Connector (1)
Overhead Assist Bar (1)

Non-Decked $2,799 — Decked $4,335

12’ x 16’ Boomer Kayak Slip Dock Package
KD-12X16

PACKAGE INCLUDES
5’ x 8’ x 8” Framed Float (1)
4’ x 8’ x 8” Framed Float (4)
S-Style Connector (5)
TC-Style Connector (1)
T-Style Connector (1)
Underwater Connector (1)
Overhead Assist Bar (1)

Non-Decked $4,899 — Decked $8,033

Shown with Teakwood AccuDeck Featuring Wolf PVC Decking

Shown with Driftwood Grey AccuDeck Featuring Wolf PVC Decking
10’ x 16’ Scaffolding Dock Package
PKG-SCAF

PACKAGE INCLUDES
5’ x 8’ x 8” Framed Float (4)
S-Style Connectors with Bumpstrip (4)
H-Style Connector (1)
Scaffolding by others with Tie-Down Brackets
26’ Double Railing
52’ Installed Bumpstrip
$8,687

16’ x 20’ Scaffolding Dock Package
PKG-SCA148

PACKAGE INCLUDES
8’ x 20’ Aluminum Full Frame Design Dock (2)
AccuDeck Featuring Wolf PVC Decking
98’ Aluminum Full Frame Design Bumpstrip
2-Tier Aluminum Full Frame Design Scaffold
Back Side Double Railing (3)
Cleat (4)
Built-In Ladders for Access of Top Levels
Installed Bumpstrip on Ship’s Edge of Each Level
$44,000

FOR ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES SEE PAGES 12-17

DOCK PACKAGES DO NOT INCLUDE ATTACHMENT METHODS, BRACKETS OR ACCESSORIES SHOWN UNLESS NOTED.
AccuPort PWC Jet Ski Dock
JET-AP6
6’ x 12’-8”
Weight 320 Pounds
Buoyancy up to 2,500 Pounds
$2,100

AccuPort PWC Jet Ski Dock Accessories

Port to Port Connector
JET-CON
$200 Each

AccuPort Attachment to Exiting Floating Dock
JET-FDA
$450 Each

16” Upper Bracket
ATT-U16
$99 Each

20’ Length 4” PVC Pipe
JET-CONPVC4
$60 Each

Buoyancy Booster
JET-BB
Adds an additional 70 Pounds of Buoyancy
$150 Per Pair

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
WORK FLOATS

4’ x 8’ x 8” Work Float
WFLT-0488
Weight 67 Pounds
Includes: Two 8” Cleats
$599

5’ x 8’ x 8” Work Float
WFLT-0588
Weight 85 Pounds
Includes: Two 8” Cleats
$649

CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM SIZE REQUESTS, QUANTITY, PRICING AND AVAILABILITY

4’ X 24’ FLOATING WORK PLATFORM

Framed Floats are used to make larger Work Platforms like the one featured above.
AccuDeck™ Featuring Wolf PVC Decking

To enhance the look of your dock our AccuDeck PVC deck boards are the perfect final touch to your dock. Contact us for pricing.

ACCUDECK COLOR OPTIONS

AMBERWOOD  BLACK WALNUT  CYPRESS  DRIFTWOOD GREY  HARBOR GREY

ROSEWOOD  SAND CASTLE  SILVER TEAK  TEAKWOOD  WEATHERED IPE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
ACCESSORIES

3’ Overhead Assist Bar
ACC-OA3
$189 Each

4’ Overhead Assist Bar
ACC-OA4
$249 Each

Side Assist Railing
ACC-SR2
$179 Each

3’ x 8’ Safe Launch
ACC-308SF
Includes Accessory Kit: 2 Cleats, 2 Cleat Plates, 2 Rope Retainer Loops and Adjustment Rope
$929

3’ x 12’ Safe Launch
ACC-312SF
Includes Accessory Kit: 2 Cleats, 2 Cleat Plates, 2 Rope Retainer Loops and Adjustment Rope
$1,099
Paddleboard Railing
ACC-PBR
$189 Each

2-Tier Paddle Sport Storage Rack
ACC-RAC2
$599 Each

3-Tier Paddle Sport Storage Rack
ACC-RAC3
$699 Each

4-Tier Paddle Sport Storage Rack
ACC-RAC4
$799 Each

2-Tier Double Sided Paddle Sport Storage Rack
ACC-RAC2D
$1,198 Each

3-Tier Double Sided Paddle Sport Storage Rack
ACC-RAC3D
$1,398 Each

4-Tier Double Sided Paddle Sport Storage Rack
ACC-RAC4D
$1,598 Each

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
ACCESSORIES

3-Step Fiberglass Stairs
ACC-3SS
$649 Each

4-Step Fiberglass Stairs
ACC-4SS
$689 Each

Backside Return Rail
ACC-CFSRRAIL
$100 Each

Folding Ladder
ACC-FLO
$399 Each

3-Step Dock Ladder
ACC-3SL
$159 Each

4-Step Dock Ladder
ACC-4SL
$169 Each

5-Step Dock Ladder
ACC-5SL
$179 Each

Additional Steps available upon request
Single Railing  
ACC-RL1  
$45 Per Foot

Double Railing  
ACC-RL2  
$60 Per Foot

Triple Railing  
ACC-RL3  
$75 Per Foot

Removable Railing Socket with Quick Release Pin  
ACC-RLR  
$75 Each

Quantity will vary based on Floating Dock design

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
8" Cleat
ACC-C08
$16 Each

Aluminum S Cleat
ACC-CHD
$22 Each

Fender
ACC-TMF
$25 Each
Note: Purchase of 2 is typical

Straight Roller Bracket
ACC-RB1
$189 Each
V-Shaped Roller
ACC-RB1V
$189 Each

Bumpstrip
ACC-BS1
$9 Per Foot Installed

Aluminum Full Frame Design Bumpstrip
ACC-BSHD
Available in black only
$14 Per Foot Installed

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
ADA Transfer Platform
ACC-TRF
Includes: Custom Fiberglass Staircase, Overhead Grab Rail and Angled Overhead Assist Bar
$2,500

2- 1/2” Edge Roll Off Guard
ACC-EDGE
$22 Per Foot

AVAILABLE PACKAGES

12’ x 18’ ADA Transfer Package
PKG-TRF1
Includes: 3’ x 8’ Safe Launch and ADA Transfer Platform
AccuDeck Featuring Wolf PVC Decking
$14,177

16’ x 18’ ADA Transfer Package
PKG-TRF2
Includes: 3’ x 12’ Safe Launch and ADA Transfer Platform
AccuDeck Featuring Wolf PVC Decking
$16,986

16’ x 26’ ADA Transfer Package
PKG-TRF3
Includes: 3’ x 12’ Safe Launch, 4’ x 12’ Open Slip and ADA Transfer Platform
AccuDeck Featuring Wolf PVC Decking
$21,796
GANGWAYS AND RAMPS ARE BUILT TO REQUESTED SPECIFICATIONS
CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM SIZE REQUESTS
ALUMINUM FULL FRAME DESIGN CAN BE BUILT TO ANY SHAPE OR SIZE
CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM SIZE REQUESTS
ALUMINUM FULL FRAME DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Wolf Decking System Suggested – Ask about alternative options
Any Deck spacing or freeboard requirements can be met

ALUMINUM CHANNEL FRAME SYSTEM
6061-T6 Marine Grade

FLOATS
Black in color
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
Wall thickness of .150"
Encapsulated expanded polystyrene Foam (EPS)

Aluminum Full Frame Design Docks can be built to any specified load requirement, shape or size.

ASK YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE WHICH OPTIONS WILL WORK BEST FOR YOUR APPLICATION.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
ATTACHMENT AND POSITIONING METHODS

3” Spud Pole Bracket
Accepts 2” Schedule 40 Pipe, 3/16” slop

Corner
ATT-3C1P
$80 Each

Side
ATT-3S1P
$80 Each

Piling Hoop Bracket
ATT-P21
Bolted with Roller
$229 Each

4 Roller Piling Hoop Bracket
ATT-PHD
Bolted with Roller
$309 Each

Interior Piling Hoop Bracket
ATT-IPA
Available for Aluminum Full Frame Design only
$399 Each

Anchor Chain Bracket
Style and Part Number will change based on design
$130 Each
Lower Bracket
ATT-L00
$185 Each

4” PVC Pipe Lower Bracket
ATT-L4P
$175 Each

Heavy Duty Control Arm
GAN-CTA
Pricing varies depending on length

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
ATTACHMENT AND POSITIONING METHODS

Slide Assembly Piling Attachment
ATT-PSL
$425 Each

Slide Assembly Seawall or Flat Plate
ATT-SSL
$425 Each

Note: Standard length allows for tidal variation of 6’ to 7’.
Depending on design, customization may be required at an additional cost of $75 Each.

Slide Assembly Attachment for Existing Floating Dock
ATT-SSS
$325 Each
25" Extender
ATT-E12
Needed if tide level reaches 1’ below bracket attachment point
$129 Each

8” Upper Bracket
ATT-U08
Accommodates 4” PVC piping
$95 Each

12” Upper Bracket
ATT-U12
$97 Each

16” Upper Bracket
ATT-U16
$99 Each

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 954.785.7557 OR EMAIL SALES@ACCUDOCK.COM
WWW.ACCUDOCK.COM
CONNECTORS

S-Style Connector
CON-S10
Used to connect 2 floats together
$24 Each

S-Style Connector
with Frame Add-On
CON-S20
$32 Each

H Connector
CON-H10
Used at the intersection of 4 floats
$60 Each

S-Style Connector
with Bumpstrip
CON-S21
$36 Each

T Connector
CON-T10
Used at the intersection of 3 floats
$60 Each

Float-to-Float Hinge Connector
CON-HIN
Pricing Varies Depending on Length
TC Connector
CON-TC
Used to connect 2 floats when connection point is on the side of the float
$60 Each

Note: There are 5 different styles of TC-Connectors. Contact your Sales Representative for recommendation.

Stiffener Plate
CON-ST1
Provides additional support for Connectors
$45 Each

3’ Underwater Connector
CON-UW3
Used at open end of a slip
$199 Each

4’ Underwater Connector
CON-UW4
Used at open end of a slip
$259 Each